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Abstract: This paper focuses on an hybrid modelling based approach for supervisory control of discontinuous processes. We propose an hierarchically organised architecture for the control system: a hierarchy of local area networks for communication purposes and a hierarchy of models for control and monitoring purposes based on the necessity to take into account hybrid aspects at the different hierarchical levels. At each level, the structure of the control system is organised into two sub-models: a discrete-event one, called the control model, which specifies the control policies and an hybrid one, called the reference model, which describes the expected process behaviour. The latter model, based on the coupling of Petri nets and differential algebraic equations, represents the (discrete) process configurations to which are associated subsets of equations describing the process continuous behaviours. This model of the industrial process, which is run in parallel and in real-time during the operations, mainly permits to detect process failures.
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1 Introduction

Discontinuous systems, like batch processes, closely link continuous and discrete aspects. The design of the control system must necessarily take this hybrid aspect into account. This leads to use hybrid modelling and has a consequence on the definition of the architecture of the control system.

The control is all the more delicate since the needs of production (great diversity of products) require a great flexibility of the system. Flexibility can be ensured by a modular and hierarchical approach. The standard ISA/SP88 [1] proposes a representation of the batch control system according to several hierarchical views. Based on this standard, few approaches [2], [3] are functional approaches built around a centralised data base. The hierarchy is not really respected. Others approaches [4], [5], [6] are purely and simply discrete approaches and only consider the continuous aspect at the process interface level. The hybrid aspect must be necessarily taken into account at the different hierarchical levels, mainly for monitoring and/or optimisation considerations.

The first part is devoted to the presentation of the hierarchical and modular decomposition of the control system. The accent is placed on the necessity to consider the hybrid aspect of the process on the whole hierarchy. In the second part, the communication architecture based on a hierarchy of local area networks is presented. The following part explains the design of the control system based on an hybrid modelling. For monitoring purposes, an hybrid model of the process is introduced. In the last part, the uses of this model are explained.

2 An hierarchical decomposition

To face the process complexity and to ensure flexibility, our approach is based on a decomposition in three hierarchical levels: supervision, coordination and local control. We apply the classic Discrete-Event Systems hierarchical and modular decomposition.

At the supervision level, the supervisory control drives the execution of the operation sequences described by the estimated production schedule at the scheduling level. It must manage in real-time plant resources and adapt the control when a deviation is detected. This adaptation can lead to modify process plan in interaction with the scheduling level, or to modify operating conditions in interaction with the local control levels.

Firstly, the supervisory control has to detect the end of each phase and to drive the production system from dynamic configurations to dynamic configurations in order to achieve the fabrication of
the product. It manages configuration changes of the process (typically composed of a set of units connected by storage tanks) and establishes temporary links between units (so called process configuration). Indeed, in a batch operated plant the process equipment is not in continuous use, units are used sporadically with different status. At different instants of time, the plant is in different configurations, each configuration corresponding to a set of active connections between units.

The coordination level manages the configuration changes within the unit by establishing temporary links between equipments of the unit.

The local control level, the lowest level of the hierarchy, is constituted by local automation devices. Its continuous part consists of regulators (PID) and its discrete one to Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC).

It is evident that the supervision and coordination levels must have a discrete view of the process. The problem is to determine the levels which need the representation of the continuous aspect. At the higher level, the elaboration of control laws or the decision making for resource allocations often use non measurable variables (quality, concentration, ...) calculated from the evolution of the continuous variables of the process. The quantities of matter to treat can change according to the equipment sizes. It is necessary to make mass balances implying continuous variables. For instance, for the transfer of a batch in a storage tank which is in a decanting phase, it is necessary, before to transfer, to ensure that the vessel volume constraint will be respected. This calculus is made from the current volume of the storage tank, by taking into account the volume of product to be transferred and the evolution rates of the loading and the decanting phases. This is an illustration of a supervisory purpose which needs to consider the continuous aspects. An other possible illustration lies on monitoring purposes.

The control system must include a monitoring function to detect process deviations in order to define a process recover. So, monitoring is based on the notion of a model of the industrial process which is run in parallel and in real-time during the operations : a reference model. This model represents the expected behaviour of the process, allowing to make a comparison with the real behaviour and permits the detection of process failures. The use of a process model for monitoring is usual in discrete-event systems [7], [8] as continuous ones [9], [10], [11].

In the case of batch systems, the process is hybrid. So then, the model must be hybrid. Firstly, the comparison mechanism must compare the occurrence date of the process event with a temporal window which gives the possible dates for the process event occurrence. This temporal window can not be beforehand defined by the estimated schedule as in manufacturing systems. Indeed, it depends on the real-time continuous evolution of the process : the operating durations can highly change from one batch to the next one (the sensitivity to the environment perturbations or the change of quality of the products frequently lead to corrective actions). Secondly, monitoring considerations impose also to monitor the values and the evolution rates of the continuous variables ; the volume of a storage tank which decreases while being in a loading phase traduces an abnormal functioning for instance. The hybrid aspect of the process thus requires the representation of the continuous phenomena. From these illustrations the use of an hybrid model at different levels of the hierarchy is pointed out. The control system is consequently structured in a hierarchy of hybrid models.

Before to present the modelling let us consider the architecture of the control system.

### 3 The communication architecture

In a batch plant, local automation devices (PID, PLC) are currently piloted by a supervisor and linked to a set of equipment. The frequent changes of the control strategy of the production, the resulting changes of configurations and the continuous nature of the product impose the dynamic coupling of discrete actions and continuous controls which are not necessarily linked to a particular equipment (for example, a transfer between two units may need to isolate the corresponding transfer line from the rest of the plant by disabling other lines). For this reason, it is necessary that the higher levels of the control system have the access to any variable of the process. So, the communication system must permit it.

The control of batch processes involves continuous controllers operating in a periodic way on sampled data and discrete controllers operating in an asynchronous way on sporadic events.

In order to guarantee the temporal consistency and spatial, the sporadic data flow is separated from the periodic one [12], [13]. So the proposed architecture is based on the use of two buses : a field bus (of "continuous nature" carrying continuous and
discrete measures) and a cell network (of "discrete-event nature" carrying messages and events). The first one links regulators and PLC to the process and the second one links these automation devices to the higher levels (Fig.1).
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Fig.1 The communication architecture

A so strict hierarchy is not realistic. In batch systems, the production strategy is often referred to production volumes to be reached. This corresponds for the supervisory controller to the detection of state events (mainly corresponding to threshold crossings by continuous process variables). This detection depends on the evolution of continuous process variables which are available on the field bus. The supervisor can not directly access this bus. So the continuous to discrete-event conversion is located and necessarily done at the low level. A functionality is required to create a relation between the process on one hand and the supervisory controller on the other. Thus we have defined a new function: the Event Generator [13]. It receives all the sample values of the continuous state variables by means of the field bus but it only retransmits the significant ones to the supervisory controller via the cell network (Fig.1), according to event generation rules which define the events to generate (for instance, «generate an event when the volume measure reaches 3 m³»). The generated event (denoted process event) leads the supervisory controller to evolve in a new discrete state (corresponding to a new process configuration) and to detect new process events. The generating of these events implies a new set of continuous variables with associated event generation rules. So, the event generator must be dynamically programmed by the supervisory controller.

4 The modelling

We have pointed out the necessity of an hybrid modelling. So, the model must include both discrete-event and continuous aspects. Each of these «worlds» has a different mathematical framework for its description; differential algebraic equations, state-space equations or Bond Graph are commonly used for the continuous aspect, and finite state machines, Grafcet or Petri nets for the discrete one.

Several approaches try to combine these two frameworks into one. It is the case for [17], [18], [19] which integrate the continuous aspect into Petri nets. Another type of approaches uses Petri nets associated with differential algebraic equations [17], [18], [19]. We think it is better to combine the use of two well-established theories, each one being well suited to describe one aspect of the system, rather than to elaborate a complex new approach for each specific case. So, we have established a cooperation between the Petri net model of the discrete aspect of the system and the continuous model which is a set of differential algebraic equations. This has lead to the definition of a new model: Differential Predicate-Transition Petri net (DPTP) [20].

Thus, Petri nets are used to describe the discrete control at the different hierarchical and algebraic differential equations are used to describe the continuous behaviour (chemical or physical phenomenon) or to realise control algorithm (to evaluate decision criterion or to calculate control laws) or describe logical sensors (used to estimate a non measurable state variable).

At the different hierarchical levels, we separate the aspects that concern the control with those that concern the process as is currently the case in some approaches applied to manufacturing systems [7]. This permits notably a great modularity and the re-usability of the models for other plants. Thus, our system model is broken down into three views: a discrete view describing the control strategy, a discrete view corresponding to a qualitative representation of the process state (its configurations) and finally a continuous view of the process associated to each of these configurations. Consequently, the system model is composed by a control model and a hybrid model of the process. The latter model, called hybrid reference model, corresponds a qualitative view of the behaviour of the process independently of the control strategy. As for the control part, these models are hierarchically structured with an abstractive view of the process corresponding to the considered level (Fig 2).

At the considered level, the hybrid model of the process is composed of a set of hybrid reference models: one model by equipment (composing the unit) at the coordination level and one model by unit
(composing the plant) at the supervision level. The discrete aspect of each model is represented by means of Petri nets. The places of the Petri net correspond to the configurations of the equipment (if we consider the coordination level). With each discrete state of the net (each place), a subset of differential algebraic equations is associated if any continuous phenomena takes place. This subset of equations describes the expected continuous process behaviour. The active equipment configuration is characterised by the location of the token in the net (the marking) and its continuous state, described by a subset of continuous variables, is carried by the token. The set of marked places of the nets (one net by equipment) corresponds to a logical description of partial states of the whole controlled unit.

When the control part evolves from an operating stage to another one, the reference model simultaneously evolves. A transition firing in the control part which corresponds to the execution of a given operation on the equipment, simultaneously results in the firing of the associated transition in the reference model [21]. The simultaneous evolution of the reference model with the control one ensures that the automatically selected subset of equations is consistent with the set of operations in progress.

The hybrid reference model is represented by means of DPTP nets [20].

5 The uses of the reference model

The reference model is mainly used to detect abnormal behaviours of the process. The detection is based on the comparison between the effective process behaviour and the expected one simulated by the reference model.

Let us consider a storage tank on which two activities can be perform, simultaneously or not: the loading operation and the decanting one (Fig 3.). End-of-operation conditions depend on the volume to be transferred. The reference model is composed of four discrete states corresponding to the four possible configurations of the storage tank (Fig 4.). Equations associated to places of the net express the variation of the storage tank volume.

![Fig 3. The storage tank example](image)

![Fig 4. The storage tank reference model](image)
the token \(<y>\) carries a set of information) are the parameters of the operation to be executed: the volume to be transferred and the required input flow. So, the loading operation is in progress and the control net is waiting for the process event corresponding to the loading-end-operation. When the process event is sent by the event generator the supervisory control evolves in a new state. This is the functioning without the use of the reference model.

The starting of the operation must be only authorised if the process is in a configuration from which it is possible to start this operation and if the operation parameters are acceptable. Moreover, the supervisory controller evolution is linked to the process event occurrence. If the process event never occurs (because of a failure of the process) the supervisory controller can not more evolve. A failure of the process can also lead to receive a process event at a non consistent date.

Now, let us consider the use of the reference model. So, the supervisory controller wants to start the loading operation (firing of the transition \(ta\)). The reference model of the storage tank is in an inactive configuration. The place \(p1\) is marked with a token \(<x>\) whose attributes are pieces of information on the physical constraints of the tank (maximum volume, maximum input flow) as well as the value of the continuous state variables which characterise the tank (current volume) and the end-of-configuration event (the threshold value of the volume). The transition \(t3\) being enabled the change to the loading operation is possible. Before to fire this transition, the required input flow attribute of the control net token \(<y>\) is compared with the maximum input flow attribute of the reference model token \(<x>\). If this condition is satisfied, the transition \(ta\) and \(t3\) are simultaneously fired. The control net goes on the loading operation in progress state (place \(pb\) marked) and it is waiting for the occurrence of the end-loading process event.

On the reference model, the attribute describing the end-of-configuration event on the token \(<x>\) is updated with the value of the volume to be transferred carried by the control net token \(<y>\). The place \(p2\) is marked (loading configuration). The subset of equations (1) is activated in order to calculate a temporal window which gives the possible dates for the occurrence of the loading-end-operation process event. So, the expected end-of-operation date is calculated. To this date is added a temporal slack corresponding to the transient phases of the operation in order to constitute the temporal window \([d1,d2]\) (\(d1\) being the earliest end-of-operation and \(d2\) the latest one). The output transition \(t4\) will stay enabled during this time interval.

If the process event sent by the event generator occurs out of the temporal window, the transition \(t4\) can not be fired. The reference model and consequently the control net can not any more evolve (transition \(tb\) can not be fired). It is then possible to conclude that a failure happened. A message is then sent to a diagnosis module.

In the contrary case, it is possible to conclude that the operation has been successfully performed. The loading-end-operation produces the evolution of the control net in a new state (place \(pc\) marked). That automatically implies the change of configuration of the reference model (place \(p1\) marked). Moreover, on the reference model the token \(<x>\) is updated with the value measured on the process corresponding to the current value of the volume. Thus, the reference model keeps a faithful view of the effective state of the process.

The reference model can be used for others objectives.

It is sometimes useful to simulate the process behaviour on a short time horizon. If in the previous case, the control is simultaneously applied to the process and to the reference model in order to detect abnormal behaviour of the process, the control is only applied to the model when it is used in emulation [21]. It is a kind of temporal projection of the process state. The objective is thus to verify that the control to apply respects process constraints. For instance, we could check if the command to be applied does not violate the constraint of maximal volume of a storage tank. That allows to avoid the occurrence of a failure whose cause could have been an erroneous command. This emulation principle can be also used to analyse the consequences of a decision before making the process recovery.

Another possible use is the validation of a production plan. Indeed, the end-of-operation temporal window can be used by the control net to make a comparison with the temporal window supplied by the scheduling level (this latter representing the estimated operation duration). Such an application of the reference model before to produce, could avoid to search for the cause of a temporal constraints violation which would certainly have occurred while the production is running.

Finally, the hybrid reference models can also be used to describe the plant equipments in order to resolve scheduling problems which need a precise representation (with a hybrid view) of the plant.
this context, a simulator based on a set of hybrid reference models to represent equipments in order to validate estimated production plans is under realisation by our colleagues of the Chemical Engineering Laboratory at Toulouse with who we have collaborated to develop the presented approach.

6 Conclusion

To face the complexity of discontinuous systems and to ensure flexibility, we have proposed a hierarchical and modular decomposition of the control system. The hybrid nature of these processes is taken into account by an hybrid modelling of the control system. The model of the control system is hierarchically structured and composed by a control model and an hybrid reference model which corresponds a qualitative view of the behaviour of the process independently of the control strategy. This last model is mainly used to detect process failures.

The modelling of the discrete-event aspects is based on the use of a same model at the different hierarchical levels: Petri nets. Their association with algebraic-differential equations permits to represent the hybrid aspects.

The communication architecture is composed by two buses: the first one with a continuous nature and the other one with a discrete-event nature interfaced by a event generator dynamically programmable by the supervisory controller.
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